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Quantum mechanics implies that not all physical properties can be simultaneously well de-
fined, such as the momentum and position due to Heisenberg uncertainty principle. Some
alternative theories have been explored, notably the non-contextual hidden variable theo-
ries in which the properties of a system have pre-defined values which are independent of
the measurement contextual. However, the Kochen-Specker theorem 1 showed that such
non-contextual hidden variable theories are in conflict with quantum mechanics. Recently,
a state-independent inequality satisfied by non-contextual hidden variable theories and vi-
olated by quantum mechanics is proposed in the simplest three-state system (a qutrit) by
the least 13 projection measurement rays 2. Here, we report an experimental demonstra-
tion of the violation of this inequality. This provides a state-independent experimental test of
quantum contextuality, for the first time in solid state system, by a natural qutrit of nitrogen-
vacancy center in diamond at room temperature.
The question of whether quantum phenomena can be explained by non-contextual hidden
1
variable theories has a long history 3, 4. Non-contextuality means that the measured value of an
observable is independent of its own measurement and other co-measurable observables that are
measured previously or simultaneously. This is in consistent with our experience in everyday
lives. However, as proved by Kochen and Specker 1, and also by Bell 5, the non-contextual hidden
variable theories cannot reproduce quantum mechanics because quantum theory predicts that the
outcomes depend on the context of measurement. This is proven either by the violation of Bell
type inequalities since of the quantum nonlocality or by a logical contradiction between the local
hidden variable predictions and those of quantum mechanics. The violation of Bell type inequal-
ities depends on specified quantum entanglement state. The state-independent Kochen-Specker
theorem is proven by a logical contradiction which applies to systems with dimension of Hilbert
space larger than three.
The proof of Kochen-Specker theorem involves initially 117 observables in a qutrit system
which is the simplest system capable of manifesting the quantum contextuality 1. The number of
observables involved in the proof is reduced gradually to 31 rays for state-independent case 6, 7 and
5 rays for state-dependent case 8. Recently, Yu and Oh 2 provide a state-independent proof with
only 13 rays for a qutrit, which is optimal 9. The contradiction in this proof involves a Yu-Oh
inequality which is consistent with non-contextual hidden variable theories but should be violated
by any quantum states predicted by quantum mechanics. Additionally, the system only involves
a single qutrit which is dimension three and is thus indivisible, so the contradiction cannot result
from entanglement.
2
The quantum contextuality is continuously tested experimentally in two quantum bits (qubits)
system by using photons 10, neutrons 11, 12, ions 13, ensembles of nuclear magnetic resonance 14.
In a qutrit system, the state-dependent 8 experimental test is performed by single photons 15. The
newly proposed Yu-Oh scheme is just realized experimentally also by photons 16. In this work,
we report an experimental test of quantum contextuality, for the first time in solid-state system, by
nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center in diamond at room temperature. Our experimental results strongly
agree with quantum contextuality manifested in a state-independent characteristic.
A NV center comprises a substitutional nitrogen atom instead of a carbon atom and an adja-
cent lattice vacancy in diamond, which provides an electronic spin 17, 18, see Fig.1. The electronic
spin of NV center in diamond can be individually addressed, optically polarized, manipulated and
measured with optical and microwave excitation. Since those properties and its long coherence
time, the NV center system stands out as one of the most promising solid state systems as quantum
information processors 19–23 and as a high-sensitivity magnetometer 24, 25.
The electronic ground state of the NV center is a spin triplet, and it exhibits a zero field
splitting defining the zˆ axis of the electron spin. The state with zero magnetic moment ms = 0 is
corresponding to |0〉, the application of a magnetic field splits the magnetic sub-levels ms = ±1
corresponding to | ± 1〉, respectively, which allow selective microwave excitation. A qubit of NV
center, which involves ms = 0 and a single spin transition to either ms = 1 or ms = −1, has been
widely demonstrated. A qutrit is a superposed three level state which will involve all three energy
levels of the electronic spin in a NV center. The precise control of an arbitrary qutrit in NV center
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is also demonstrated experimentally in a quantum information processing scheme in our group 27.
This provides a perfect experimental setup to test quantum contextuality of Yu-Oh scheme 2, for a
large variants of quantum states to illustrate the state-independent property.
The Yu-Oh proof of quantum contextuality involves arbitrary qutrits and 13 projection mea-
surement rays 2. For a given basis {|0〉, |1〉, | − 1〉} which are realized by three electronic spin
energy levels of a NV center in our experiment, ms = 0,±1, the 13 normalized rays are repre-
sented as rank-1 qutrit projectors rˆ = |r〉〈r| in which |r〉 = a|0〉 + b|1〉 + c| − 1〉 (see Methods).
Suppose av are outcomes corresponding to those 13 observables, (auav) are the correlations, it
is shown 2 that an inequality should be satisfied by non-contextual hidden variable theories, even
though the usual Kochen-Specker value assignment does exist for those 13 rays,
∑
u
au − 1
4
∑
〈u,v〉
(auav) ≤ 8, (1)
where 〈u, v〉 denotes all 24 compatible pairs of observables (see Fig.2 and Methods). On the other
hand, this inequality should be violated by quantum mechanics since it is expected by quantum
theory that
∑
u au − 14
∑
〈u,v〉(auav) = 25/3 ≈ 8.33, no matter what kind of quantum states are
measured.
In NV center system, the experimental test of quantum contextuality is to prepare arbitrary
qutrits, measure 13 observables and 24 correlations for each qutrit. The aim is to find whether
the inequality (1) is violated or not in a state-independent nature. The experiment is carried out
in type IIa sample diamond (nitrogen concentration ≪ 1 ppm ), most of the atoms (12C, natural
abundance of 98.9%) have no nuclear spin, result in a very pure spin bath and thus the NV electron
4
spin has long enough coherence time for manipulation and readout of the qutrit. But due to the
hyperfine interaction with the host nitrogen nuclear spin, each of the electron spin state splits into
three sub-levels, and it is not sufficient to precise manipulate all the three sub-states by a single
pulse. Fortunately, we can polarize the nuclear spin by adding an external magnetic field of about
500 Gauss along NV symmetry axis 28. This magnetic field also lifts the degeneration between
ms = ±1 states. In Fig.1(c) we plot the optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) spectral
of this center. The sharp dip at frequency of 1480.6 MHz and 4259.3 MHz are corresponding to
the |0 >↔ | − 1 > and |0 >↔ |1 > transitions. Fig.1(d) presents typical Rabi oscillation of this
center. The perfect oscillation reveals that the microwave pulse can control the electron spin with
high fidelity. The 532 nm laser beam is modulated by an acousto-optic modulation (AOM) and
then reflected to the objective by a galvanometer, which controls the focus position on the sample.
The fluorescence of |0 > state is about 30% brighter than the | ± 1 > states, so the spin state
of NV center can be readout by applying a short laser (0.3 µs) pulse and recording the excited
fluorescence at the same time.
Two microwave sources are used with different frequencies: MW1 and MW2. MW1 fre-
quency is resonant with the transition ms=0 ↔ms=-1, and MW2 with ms=0 ↔ms=1, which can
create superposed states of |0〉 with | − 1〉 or |1〉,respectively. The electron spin is firstly polarized
into state |0〉 by laser pulse of duration 3.5 µs followed by 5 µs waiting. Then the combination of
two microwaves, MW1 and MW2, will let us prepare an arbitrary qutrit in superposition form by
controlling the duration of MW1 and MW2, see Methods.
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Experimentally, we prepare 13 pure qutrits |r〉 corresponding to 13 projectors as presented
in Methods section. Other types of qutrits can be similarly prepared without any experimental
difficulty since they need same techniques. With arbitrary qutrits prepared, the scheme of mea-
surement is the same: measure 13 observables and 24 pairs of correlations. Experimentally, we
realize each measurement of the 13 observables by a qutrit rotation such that the projector |r〉〈r|
can be transformed to |0〉〈0|, which is realized by applying either MW1 or MW2 or both, followed
by a readout of the intensity of florescence corresponding to the population in state |0〉 by nor-
malization, see Fig.3 and Methods. The readout can be made by two Rabi oscillations to fit the
relative percentages between |0〉 and | ± 1〉, then the form of the superposed qutrit can be found.
The scheme of measuring 24 correlations is implemented by measuring the joint probabilities or
by multiplication the outcomes of compatible observables, see Methods.
Our experiment results are presented in Fig.4. Each experimental data (point) in Rabi oscil-
lation is the averaged value which is repeated for 106 times. For each prepared qutrit, two Rabi
oscillations, in which each contains 24 points, are used to extract one outcome for one observ-
able. We have 13 pure states prepared, for each input state, Fig.4(a) shows experimental values
of outcomes of 13 observables, Fig.4(b) are theoretical results. They agree well with each other.
Thus a simpler inequality involving only four h-type observables 2 is clearly violated for all input
states. Fig.4(c) shows two pure states as examples, the 13 outcomes of observables agree well with
theoretical expectation. Our results are summarized in Fig.4(d) which includes measured correla-
tions. Clearly for each prepared state, the inequality (1) is violated. All results are very close to
theoretical prediction of quantum mechanics with range 8.33(-0.2,+0.14). The reason that some
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results are larger than theoretical value 8.33 is that, the measured outcomes are fitted with standard
Rabi oscillations, so the error fluctuations can be on both directions. Averaged result is 8.31 which
is about 99.8% of 8.33. In conclusion, the state-independent violation of (1) is convincing.
In this work, we observe that the inequality (1) is clearly violated thus the state-independent
quantum contextuality is confirmed experimentally in a natural qutrit of nitrogen-vacancy center
of diamond at room temperature. This real qutrit may close the possible loophole appeared in
such as photonic systems induced by the post-selection technique. This represents the first exper-
imental test of quantum contextuality in solid-state system, and provides new evidences in a most
fundamental form that quantum mechanics is contextual.
Methods
Yu-Oh proof of quantum contextuality and notations. Explicitly, the 13 rays take the forms cor-
responding to vectors (a, b, c) for |r〉 = a|0〉+b|1〉+c|−1〉 as shown in Fig.2(c). The orthogonality
relationships among the 13 rays are schematically represented in Fig.2(a). Correspondingly, we can
define a set of 13 observables, Aˆv = 1− 2rˆv, where rˆv ∈ {zˆk, yˆσk , hˆk, hˆ0}, σ = ±, k = 1, 2, 3, here
we use notation rˆ = |r〉〈r|. When Aˆu, Aˆv are commuting, i.e., |ru〉 and |rv〉 are orthogonal, they are
co-measurable (compatible) observables so that their correlation is well defined in quantum me-
chanics. In contrast, it is always well defined in a non-contextual hidden variable theory regardless
of whether they are compatible or not, so that each outcome av of observable Aˆv always takes val-
ues ±1. In quantum theory for the density operator ρ of an arbitrary quantum state, the outcome of
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an observable is, av = 〈Aˆv〉 = Tr(ρAˆv), and the correlation is, (auav) = 〈AˆuAˆv〉 = Tr(ρAˆuAˆv),
provided they are compatible. Then different results are expected from non-contextual hidden
variable theories and quantum mechanics depending on whether the inequality (1) is satisfied or
violated. So the experimental test is only to check this inequality.
Additionally, a simpler inequality is also proposed which involves only four h-type rays
{hˆk}3j=0, inequality
∑〈hˆk〉 ≤ 1 should be satisfied by non-contextual hidden variable theories,
while quantum mechanics expects that it should be violated and the right hand side is 4/3 ≈ 1.33.
Preparation of arbitrary qutrits and readout. After initialization of the electron spin to |0〉, two
channels of resonant microwave pulses are applied to manipulate the spin state. They are generated
by individual source and timing controlled by individual RF switches, and then combined together
to a 16 Watt amplifier. The amplified microwave signal is then delivered to the sample by a 20 µm
copper wire which is mounted on the diamond surface. For each of the microwave pulse, its phase
ϕ determines the rotation axis and the pulse duration tMW determines the rotation angle. E.g. if
we apply a MW1 pulse to state |0 >, and define θ = 2pitMV /T with T being the duration of one
circle of Rabi oscillation for MW1, then the result state is cos θ
2
|0〉+ eiϕ sin θ
2
|−1〉. This operation
equals to rotate the state with θ angle around an axis in X-Y plane, where the angle between the
rotation axis and X-axis is ϕ.
The readout is by measuring the intensities of fluorescence by two Rabi oscillations and fit
the data to those two curves. Define P1 and P2 to represent the percentage of |0〉 among {|0〉, |1〉}
subspace and {|0〉, | − 1〉} subspace. By fitting the two Rabi curves we can extract P1 and P2. By
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the normalization condition, we get the projection result: P = P1P2
P1+P2−P1P2
. The projection results
of 25 measurements for each state are combined together to calculate the 24 pairs of correlations.
This readout method in NV center system is useful to reduce the effect of decoherence, in particular
for depolarizing noise. Fig.3(a) shows an example, a test state Y −3 = (1, 1, 0)/
√
2 is prepared. Rabi
oscillation of MW1 (upper, orange curve) shows that the superposed state between |0〉 and | − 1〉
is (|0〉+ |−1〉)/√2, while Rabi oscillation of MW2 (below, blue curve) shows that the percentage
of |1〉 is zero. So the form of state Y −3 = (1, 1, 0)/
√
2 is confirmed. The detailed information of
all states preparation and readout is presented in Fig.3(c).
In our experiment, the pulse length is determined by an additional Rabi oscillation of |0〉 state
(Fig.1(d)) which acts as a benchmark, and is updated in every two hours to ensure the accuracy.
All states preparation and measurements are programming controlled and the experiment can run
automatically for several days.
Measurement of 24 correlations. The 24 pair correlations involved in the inequality (1) can be
written in the form as 〈AˆuAˆv〉 = P(au=1,av=1) + P(au=−1,av=−1) − P(au=1,av=−1) − P(au=−1,av=1).
We construct an orthogonal set of rays {|ru〉, |rv〉, |rw〉} which constitutes a complete basis as
shown in Fig.2, note that ray |rw〉 may not necessarily be within the existing 13 rays in Yu-Oh
scheme. All involved rays in this work can be found in Fig.2(b,c). Now, we have P(ru=1) +
P(rv=1) + P(rw=1) = 1, where parameter ru is measured outcome of observable rˆu, so four terms
on the right hand side of the above equation can be rewritten respectively as, P(au=1,av=1) =
P(ru=0,rv=0) = P(rw=1); P(au=−1,av=−1) = P(ru=1,rv=1) = P(ru=1|rv=1)P(rv=1); and P(au=1,av=−1) =
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(1 − P(ru=1|rv=1))P(rv=1); P(au=−1,av=1) = (1 − P(rv=1|ru=1))P(ru=1). In the last three equations,
P(ru=1|rv=1) means the state |rv〉 is measured by projective ray rˆu, the corresponding two states,
|ru〉, |rv〉, are actually orthogonal to each other thus the measured outcome is very small. So
now the correlations are also realized by projective measurements. Alternatively, we can measure
〈AˆuAˆv〉 in a framework of quantum theory, such that the outcome of 〈rˆurˆv〉 is the square root of
a multiplication of three quantities, which are expectation values of rˆu,rˆv for the prepared qutrits,
and outcome of the projective measurement of state |ru〉 by projector rˆv. Those two methods give
same result experimentally.
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Figure 1 The NV center system in diamond. a. Structure of NV center, a carbon of
diamond is replaced by a nitrogen, a vacancy is located in the nearby lattice site. b. A two-
dimensional scan image of diamond sample, the bright spot (circled) is the NV center investigated.
c. Three energy levels and the ODMR spectra are given, two sharp dips correspond to resonating
frequencies. d. Rabi oscillations of MW1 (orange) and MW2 (blue).
Figure 2 The orthogonality relationships among the 13 projection rays and the com-
plementary rays. a. The 13 rays are represented by vertices, each connecting bond between two
vertices represents that these two rays are orthogonal and the corresponding observables are com-
patible (co-measurable). There are altogether 24 connecting bonds representing 24 correlations. b.
Starting from 13 rays, some complementary rays are presented to form full sets of basis. Here, the
entries are orthogonal with horizontal and vertical 13 rays. For example, a complementary ray x01
is orthogonal with both h0 and y−1 . c. The forms of all involved vectors.
Figure 3 Pulse sequences for states preparation and projective measurements. a. We
prepare a test state Y −3 = (1, 1, 0)/
√
2. Rabi oscillation of MW1 (upper, orange curve) and MW2
(below, blue curve) confirm the result. b. The test state Y −3 is measured by observable ray h1 =
(−1, 1, 1)/√3, the result is consistent with theoretical value 0.667. c. Pulse sequences to prepare
13 pure states. Each preparation is realized by a MW2 pulse (orange) followed by a MW1 pulse
(blue), the readout is in reverse order.
Figure 4 Measured results and conclusions. a. We have prepared 13 pure states (vertical
15
axis), the experimental values for 13 observables (horizontal axis) are presented. b. In contrast,
the theoretical results are presented. c. As examples, we show the measurement results for two
pure states, Z3 = (0, 1, 0), Y +3 = (1, 1, 0)/
√
2, theoretical and experimental results are close to
each other. d. (upper) The summarized results for all prepared 13 pure states are presented. The
right hand side of the inequality (1) is calculated by experimental results, the values range from
8.13 to 8.47, then inequality (1) is always violated without exception. The average value 8.31 is
about 99.8% of the theoretical value 8.33 derived by quantum mechanics. d. (down) A simpler
inequality presented in Methods is also violated without exception.
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